tho. Fights Misleading Ads
On Patent Medicines
Dean Uses "Thirty Day Hair Grower"
As Illustration Of These Ads

Information is now being gotten by Dean Motley of the Pharmacy School to aid in the fight against misleading advertisement of patent remedies. The dean used the "thirty day hair grower" as an illustration of these advertisements, terming it a "snare." These interested is the advancement of medicines have joined forces in an effort to counterbalance the paid lobby in Washington. Dean Motley will aid in presenting the facts to the public and assist directly the necessary legislation.

CO-EDS CHOOSE DEBATE TEAM
(collocated from page one)
Washington University and many other colleges.

The girl's debate team was dedicated last year. A short story contest has been arranged for the members of the Ephrapsian society. This story must be from 500 to 1000 words. The time limit is May 1 and all stories must be turned into Mary Verner, critic, by this time. A price of $25 is to be given: $15 of which is to be in books and $10 in cash.

Motley Spells English Languages

150 Folklorists Meet At University

(taken from page one)
Maurice Mattison as the reception, and he was assisted at the piano by Mrs. Mattison.

Two lectures and a folk play featured the Saturday morning session of the society. Dr. Chapman J. Miller of Columbia spoke of the need of "holding on to the Southern folks in the South." Ellington F. Henry of Jersey City, N. J., spoke on "Collecting in the Appalachians." A play which was presented by a Columbia cast under the direction of Buford Forrest, director of the Town Theatre, was written for the folksy society by Nancy Trent Miller.
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